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Abstract 
Besides the two-user case, the two-way relaying can be extended to the multiuser system to improve the spectrum 
efficiency. In this study, we aim to design the precoding for the cellular two-way relay system where a based station 
intends to exchange information with multiple mobile users through a common relay node. Since multiple antennas 
are equipped at the base station and relay node, carefully designing the percoding at base station, relay or both can 
improve the system performance. Therefore, three associated precoding design problems are considered and different 
optimization techniques are applied to deal with these problems. The simulation results verify the efficiency of the 
proposed designs. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
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1. Introduction 
In wireless communications, due to the channel fading, the received signals at the destination are 
always not strong enough to be decoded rightly. Thus, the relay assisted cooperative transmission has 
been considered as an efficient tool to deal with this problem. In the past five years, the relay based 
cooperative transmission has attracted many attentions from both academia and industries. However, due 
the half-duplex constraint, the relay node usually needs to receive and forward in orthogonal time or 
frequency. Compared to the point-to-point transmission, the relay assisted transmission significantly 
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reduces the spectrum efficiency. To overcome this disadvantage, the two-way relaying has recently 
proposed to use the spectrum in a more efficient way by applying the physical-layer network coding.  
Although most of recent works focus on the simple two-user case, the two-way relaying can also be 
used in more complex multiuser network due to its high spectrum efficiency. For example, in [1], the 
authors propose to use the orthogonal channels for the multiuser transmission such that the interference 
can be completely deleted.  Then in [2-5], by using the MIMO technique, the precoding is designed to 
suppress the multiuser interference. In [2-3], the linear relay precoding is optimized for multiuser and 
multi-pair two-way relay system under decode-and-forward (DF) strategy, respectively. In [4-5], the 
authors propose to design the linear relay precoding matrices by using zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum 
mean-square-error (MMSE) criteria for AF multi-pair two-way relay system. In [6], the authors consider 
an interest problem for cellular two-way relay system. Here the base station and relay precoding are 
designed aiming to maximize the uplink performance while make the QOS in downlink satisfied. 
From the studies summarized above, it is not hard to find that, except [3][6], the multiuser two-way 
relaying is treated from the multi-pair of users aspect, while the precoding design for cellular-based 
multiuser two-way relaying is limited. Therefore, in this paper, we try to extend the work in [6] to 
consider the precoding design for the cellular-based multiuser model. However, in this paper we assume 
the ML decoding method is applied at the base station. On the other hand, our work is also different from 
[3] by considering the amplify-and-forward relay strategy. For the considered system, it is assumed that 
both the source node and relay node are equipped with multiple antennas. Our objective aims to maximize 
the uplink performance at the base station i.e., maximize the minimum symbol distance, subject to the 
downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) requirement at each mobile user. Since the 
precoding can be designed at base station, relay or both, three associated optimization problems are given 
and suitable optimization techniques are applied to solve these problems. It is shown that the relay 
precoding can obtain better performance than the base station precoding case, the joint base station and 
relay precoding can further improve the system performance.  
2. System Model and Problem Formulation 
The system model considered in this paper refers to that an bN -antenna base station intends to 
exchange information with K  single-antenna mobile users through a common rN -antenna relay node 
which operates in half-duplex mode. Both the uplink (the transmission from the mobile users to the base 
station) and downlink (from the base station to the mobile users) are completed within two time slots by 
using two-way relaying. Namely, in the first time slot, both the base station and the mobile users 
simultaneously transmit their signals to the relay node. Thus, the received 1rN ×  vector at the relay node 
can be denoted as  
                                                         1 1
1
,
K
r b k k r
k
s
=
= + +∑y H x g n                                                (1) 
where bx  denotes the transmit signal vector from the base station, ks  denotes the transmit signal from 
the k -th mobile user and we assume *( )k k kE s s p= , 1H  is the r bN N×  MIMO channel matrix from 
base station to relay, 1kg  is the 1rN ×  channel vector from the k -th mobile user to relay, and rn
denotes the noise vector at relay with 2~ ( , )
rr r N
CN σn 0 I . Here bx  can be further expressed as 
                                                                         ,b b b=x W s                                                                   (2) 
where bs  is the transmit vector at base station with ( )
H
b b KE =s s I , and 1 2[ , , , ]b b b bK=W w w wL  is 
the precoding matrix at base station and satisfies the base station power constraint  
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                                                                     Tr( ) .Hb b bp≤W W                                                               (3)                        
Then, in second time slot, the relay broadcasts the 1rN ×  received signal after multiplying it with a 
relay precoder rW  and it can be denoted as 
                                          1 1
1
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K
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= = + +∑x W y W H x W g W n                                         (4) 
We assume that the maximum relay power is rp , i.e., 
2
1 1 1 1Tr }) ,{ ( r
H H H H H
r b b r N r rpσ+ + ≤W H W W H G PP G I W                                     (5) 
where we define 1 2Diag( , , , )Kp p p=P L  and 1 11 12 1[ , , , ]K= …G g g g . Then the received 
signals at base station and mobile users after the self-interference cancelation can be written as 
2 1 2 ,b r m r r b= + +y H W G s H W n n                                                        (6) 
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where bks  denotes the k -th entry in bs , and 1 2, , ],[
T
m Ks s s= …s , 2H  and 2kg  are the b rN N×
channel matrix and 1rN ×  vector from relay to base station and k -th mobile user, respectively, bn  and 
kn  denote the additive noise at base station and k -th mobile user with 
2~ ( , )
bb b N
CN σn 0 I  and 
2~ (0, )k kn CN σ , respectively. 
Note since the mobile users are only equipped with single antenna, assuming each mobile user applies 
the single user detection, the performance of mobile user k  can be directly denoted as 
2
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                  (8) 
While for the uplink, since multiple antennas are equipped at the base station, the uplink is actually a 
virtual MIMO channel. In the following, we assume that the base station applies the ML decoding. 
Therefore, the uplink performance is closely related to the minimum symbol distance. After whiten the 
received signal in (6), the minimum symbol distance is denoted as 
2 2
2 1 , 1 2 2 2
1Tm r[ (in ,) ]
b
H H H H H
min i j r i j r r r r b Nd σ σ≠ −= +H W G E G W H H W W H I          (9) 
where , ( ( ))
i j i j H
i j m m m m= − −E s s s s  and ims  is one of the transmit vector from all mobile users within 
the constellation set. Therefore, our optimization problem is formulated as 
,max b r mindW W                 . . (3), (5), ,k ks t R kSIN λ≥ ∀                                     (10) 
where kλ  is the preset threshold for the k -th mobile user. 
3. Precoding Designs 
Since joint base station and relay precoding may not be practical in some scenarios. Thus in the 
following, we will consider three precoding design schemes. On the other hand, we also introduce a 
simplified two-way relaying model, i.e., clean-relay model, which implies that the relay noise is small 
enough such as can be ignored. Note this special model can approximate the case where the channel 
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condition is good in the first hop. We will find the precoding for the clean-relay model is easy to handle 
and the results can be compared with the general case. 
3.1. BS precoding 
We assume that the percoding is only applied at the base station, and the relay node just use the 
identity matrix r α=W I  to scale the received signal to satisfy the power constraint. Thus the precoding 
optimization problem is reduced as 
2 2 1
, , 2 1 , 1 2 2 2max Tr  min [ ( ) ]b
H H H
i j i j r b Nrα α ασ σ −+W H G E G H H H I . . the same as (10).s t  (11) 
While for the clean-relay model, the optimization problem is 
, , 2 1 , 1 2max min Tr[ ]b
H H
i j i jα αW H G E G H . . the same as (10).s t                  (12) 
It is not hard to find the objective functions in (11) and (12) are both the increasing function of α . Thus, 
maximizing the object functions in (11) and (12) are equivalent to maximizingα .  By defining a new 
variable b bα=W W%  as in [6], we can transform (11) and (12) into a standard second-order cone 
programming (SOCP) and the optimal solution can be obtained by using the numerical method. 
3.2. RS precoding 
In this subsection, we consider the precoding at the relay node. Note in this case, the precoding design 
is related to the applied modulation method. We thus first design a precoder ,i jrW  for one , ,i j i j≠E ,
and then choose the precoder which gets the best performance from , , ,i jr i j∀W . In the following, for 
specific ,i jE , we get rid of the index ,i j  of 
,i j
rW  for simplicity.  
For the clean-relay model, since the relay noise is assumed to be zero, the corresponding optimization 
problem is formulated as 
2 1 , 1 2max Tr[ ]r
H H H
r i j rW H W G E G W H      . . (5), ,k kSINRs t kλ≥ ∀           (13) 
Note due to the SINR constraint, the optimization problem (13) is non-convex. Thus the efficient way to 
obtain the optimal solution is not easy to find. To make the problem (13) tractable, we first transform it 
into the following problem 
1max
T
w w R w
2
2 ,. . ,
T T
r k k ks t p kλ σ≤ ≥ ∀w R w w R w                           (14) 
      
where ( )rvec=w W , here ( )vec � denotes the matrix vectorization operator, 
1 1 , 1 2 2( ) ( )
H T H
i j= ⊗R G E G H H , 22 1 1 1 1( )r rH H H H Tb b r N Nσ= + + ⊗R H W W H G PP G I I  and 2 *
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2( )( ) ( )r
H H H H H T T
i bk bk k bi bi i i r N k k
i k
λ σ
≠
= − + + ⊗∑R H w w H H w w H g g I g g  with ⊗ being the 
Kronecker operator. 
Problem (14) is equivalent to the following problem 
1max Tr( )W R W
2. . Tr( ) Rank( ) 1, Tr(, ,)x r k k ks t p kλ σ≤ = ≥ ∀R W W R W              (15) 
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Since there is a rank-one constraint, the problem (15) is also non-convex. However, we apply the well-
known relaxation technique to get the quasi-optimal solution. 
For the general-relay model, the optimization problem turns to 
2 2 1
2 1 , 1 2 2 2( )max Tr[ ]r b
H H H H H
r i j r r r r b Nσ σ −+W H W G E G W H H W W H I . . the same as (13)s t     (16) 
It is not hard to verify that the objective function of (16) is non-convex. Next we relax the problem (16) 
by maximize its low-bound. Thus we first give the following lemma. 
Lemma 1: The objective function in (16) is low-bounded 
by 2 22 1 , 1 2 2 2Tr( ) / Tr( )b
H H H H H
r i j r r r r b Nσ σ+H W G E G W H H W W H I .
Proof: The proof is omitted for space limitation. 
Then we can maximize the lower bound to design the precoder. Although the optimization problem 
is still non-convex, we can apply the bisection search method to get the quasi-optimal solution. Namely, 
we first set the fixed number t , and then check the feasibility of problem as follows: 
                          Find rW                                                                                                              (17) 
2 2
2 1 , 1 2 2 2. .  Tr( ) / Tr( (5) , ), ,b
H H H H H
r i j r r r r b k kNs t R kt SINσ λσ ≥ ∀+ ≥H W G E G W H H W W H I
For a fixed t , if the problem (17) is feasible, we can find suitable design rW  to get larger t . Otherwise 
we need to decrease t . To solve (17), as in clean-relay model, we can transform it into the following 
problem  
Find rW
2
1 , 1 2 2. .  ( ) ( ) , (5), ,r
H H
i j r kN ks t t t S NR kI λσ− ⊗ ≥ ≥ ∀G E G I H H                (18) 
Then the relaxation technique is applied to get the quasi-optimal solution. 
3.3. Joint precoding 
It is easy to find that the separate base station precoding and relay precoding can be combined to get 
the joint precoding to further improve the system performance. Due to the similarity, we omit the details 
for simplicity. Note that such joint base station and relay precoding can also lead to high feedback 
overhead and computational complexity. 
4. Simulation results and Discussions 
In the simulation, the elements of all the channel matrices or channel vector are set to be complex 
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. The SNR from base station and mobile 
users to relay node are defined as 2/br b rSNR p σ=  and 2/mr m rSNR Kp σ= , respectively, where we 
assume that the transmit power from all mobile users are equal to each other. The SNR from the relay to 
base station and mobile users are defined as 2/rb r bSNR p σ=  and 2/rm r mSNR p σ= , respectively, 
where we assume that the noise power at all mobile users are equal. For the clean-relay model, the SNR 
definition is the same while just set the relay noise to zero. It is assumed that base station and relay node 
are both equipped with two antennas and the binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation is used. 
In Fig.1 and Fig. 2, we compare the performance of different precoding schemes for both clean-relay 
model and general-relay model. It is found that all the precoding schemes can significantly enhance the 
system performance. In general, the relay precoding is more efficient than the base station precoding 
scheme, and the joint precoding scheme can further improve the system performance. From both figures, 
we also find, although we used the low-bound to design the relay precoding for the general-relay model, it 
get the same results with the clean-relay model. 
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Fig. 1  The clean-relay model.                                              Fig.2  The general-relay model. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we study the precoding design for the cellular two-way relay system. Since the precoding 
can be employed at different place, three different precoding schemes are proposed and precoding designs 
are solved using suitable optimization techniques. It is found that the relay precoding is more efficient 
than the base station precoding, and the joint precoding can further improve the system performance. 
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